OIS Version 2.0.1 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in OIS version 2.0.1. The primary objective for this release is to upgrade OIS reports to use Cognos 11 and provide additional standard reports. Improvements and fixes have also been made to the OIS user interface.

Installation

No user action is required.

New or Changed Functionality

- The OIS user interface now allows read-only access. A user with no roles assigned within OIS is granted read-only access.
- When changing the parent of an organizational unit the geographic area defaults to the one for the new parent.
- Special characters are no longer allowed in the name or code for a Geographic Area.
- User can now request a suggested time zone for an organizational unit and set the time zone value if necessary.

Reports Changes

- The OIS reporting system has been upgraded to Cognos 11 and the OIS standard reports have been migrated to Cognos 11.
- Two new standard reports have been added:
  - Organization Group Report
  - Organizational Unit Address and Contact Information Report
- The COGNOS-OIS-CURR-AR package in Query Studio has been migrated to Cognos 11 and to function against the Oracle 12c database.
- The OIS Unit Identifier standard report no longer includes Data Administrators whose user account has been deleted from OIS.
- The term “structure” has been replaced with “organization group” in the OIS reports, to align with the OIS user interface.
- A query subject of Deleted Flag was added to analytical reporting on OIS accounts.
- The Reports menu item in the OIS user interface now launches the Cognos login page.

Defects Fixed in this Version

- Users that have been deleted from OIS are no longer displayed in the inherited custodians list for an organizational unit.
- Latitude and longitude direction are now defaulted upon selecting an address.
- The performance issue when using column header filtering on a large organization group has been resolved using grid pagination.

Additional Changes

- None.